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The gigantic comet had slammed into Earth, forging earthquakes a thousand times too powerful
to measure on the Richter scale, tidal waves thousands of feet high. Cities were turned into
oceans; oceans turned into steam. It was the beginning of a new Ice Age and the end of
civilization.But for the terrified men and women chance had saved, it was also the dawn of a new
struggle for survival - a struggle more dangerous and challenging than any they had ever
known....

Certificate of Merit for Excellence for Best Research in Recorded Country Music, Association for
Recorded Sound Collections (ARSC) Awards, 2013. Fred Bartenstein (editor), Bluegrass/Media
Person of the Year, International Bluegrass Music Awards (IBMA), 2013."Mesmerizing . . .
especially for lovers of bluegrass."--Booklist"One comes away from this interesting read with a
keen understanding of a man who influenced country music, dobro playing in particular, in a way
few have. Recommended."--Choice "A fascinating look at the musical culture of the South. . . .
Thoroughly Southern, spicy, real, and lots of fun." --Library Journal"The legendary musician
provides interesting insight into the ways of his long-time boss, Earl Scruggs." --
MountainTimes.com "Graves's name won't ring a bell for many outside musicians' circles, but
Burkett "Uncle Josh" Graves helped take bluegrass from southern Appalachia to college
campuses and beyond, to the world-music status it enjoys today. . . . Bluegrass Bluesman is
unfiltered, off-the-cuff oral history."--The Wall Street Journal"In this welcome memoir, Graves
proves himself a born storyteller. . . . Rarely is a guitarist's memoir such a rich read."--Vintage
Guitar"Josh Graves inspired hundreds of musicians to pick up the steel bar and slide it over the
strings of the Dobro. . . . It's good and fitting that the story of this talented and influential musician
is being preserved in his own words." --from Neil Rosenberg's foreword to the book "Because
Graves tells his own story in his own voice, readers do truly get a sense for whom Josh Graves
was and what he and his dobro contributed to Bluegrass music." --Winchester Sun"Yet another
must-read book from the University of Illinois Press."--Bluegrass Unlimited"An excellent
autobiography of a highly creative musician. Graves was a first-rate storyteller with a discerning
sense of what was important in his many memorable experiences." --John Wright, author of
Traveling the High Way Home: Ralph Stanley and the World of Traditional Bluegrass Music"Fred
Bartenstein has done a beautiful job in covering the career of one of the great figures in
bluegrass. . . . A hard book to put down." --County Sales NewsletterAbout the Author Fred
Bartenstein has performed many roles in bluegrass music, including magazine editor,
broadcaster, musician, festival MC, talent director, scholar and consultant. He lives in Yellow
Springs, Ohio.
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Tammy R Neys., “Excited to read it.. This is a friend’s favorite book.  Excited to give it a go!”

deborah cowart, “AS WONDERFUL AS THE 1ST TIME. I read it first at the age of 14 in 1979. I
was mesmerized- in awe of the complexity, beauty and horror of it all. Now I’ve read it again for
the fourth time and even as I knew the story and looked forward to certain parts so much was
new again as I had never read it! I couldn’t help comparing the world then to ours 43 years later…
how much has changed yet still the same. And to me this book is about lessons both learned
and unlearned…..on purpose and out of ignorance. This should be high school required reading.
Everyone should read it. We all need to pay attention to what is going on in our world RIGHT
NOW. a comet took us out in this story. If we aren’t careful what will take us out in our NOW real
story? Think about it…….”

Paul Snyder, “It's a book!. When I learn how to read I'm gonna read this book. I'm so excited. It
looks like a fine book. I will update when I have more information.”

Ron Vincent, “Still a superb read after 45 years. I read this extraordinary novel in 1977 and
remember it as good or better than anything else in the world catastrophe genre. That still holds
true. Very much anchored in the 1970’s, the writers wove a deeply textured story that is both epic
and personal. And they got the science right. The kindle edition has no flaws. I wore out the first
edition hardcopy years ago.”

Jon, “The blueprint for all disaster fiction that followed. I’ve read this great novel twice now with a
gap of 30 years between the first time and the second. I might have reached the creaking middle
years in the meantime, but it hasn’t aged a bit. It is the blueprint for every subsequent work of
disaster science fiction.One, small continuity flaw I did pick up on this time round, though, that I
didn’t spot before (I’m sure others have spotted it over the years)...but I’m not going to give it
away. Let’s just leave it as a question: Who can solve the mystery of Joanna MacPherson?”

Mel Powell, “Classic Disaster Fiction done really well.. Lucifer's HammerClassic disaster format.
Not Sci-Fi. A diverse cast of well drawn characters; an enormous asteroid on a collision course
with earth; a devastating impact; the fragmentation of society in the aftermath, all described in
nail bitingly tense detail; some really good science content but above all, a great read.It doesn't
deliver on the emotional level as much as some other novels in the apocalyptic sub genre that
I've read. For instance, I think it's more realistic than The Stand, by S King, which for me at least,
falls down badly with the unconvincing final confrontation between good and evil and the
pointless sacrifices but scores over the odds on characterisation and the writing; it's better
written I think, overall than, On The Beach by Shute, but nowhere near as moving or gut
wrenching!That said, it delivers consistently, never stretches credulity, takes you face to face



with the end of civilisation and I thoroughly enjoyed it.Spotted a few very small typos but
otherwise, a good kindle copy”

Ann Marie, “Gripping. I was recommended this book as research into the effects of a comet
strike, and the detail is incredible. But once I had my information I had to read the rest of the
book, I found the story so gripping. Highly recommended.”

Paul Lemon, “Great with Audible. I loved this. It would make a great film. Unlike other books or
films the comet, in this case Lucifers Hammer, strikes about half way through the book. The rest
of which is about the aftermath, the collapse of society and the various factions that vie for
power. Me, I would rather have died when it hit seeing what becomes of so called ‘civilised
society’. It’s a dog eat dog world post strike.”

The book by Gayle Kassing has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 2,308 people have provided feedback.
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